
Names Lab Sheet for section Monday 1 pm (Dr. Hahn, section 3 – did not get to Round 6 during lab 

class) and for anyone on quarantine or other valid excused absence who joined (or attempted to join) on 

zoom:   Those with valid excuses may also just take an average instead of completing the following. (valid 

excused people who do not turn in this lab sheet, will earn an average for all their other lab reports taking 

into account the class average on the Names Lab Report.)    

 

Example Excused Absence:            calculated missing Lab Report grade   =   class ave Names Lab Report 

Calculated grade                               your own ave all other lab reports            class ave all lab reports 

 

Those who were in class (section 3) should turn in their entire packet with this last page in place of Round 

VI. 

 

Those who joined by zoom can turn in just this page.   (The first 5 rounds will be worth 50% of the grade 

and round 6 OR this last page will be worth 50% of the grade.    Zoom people did not see the cards for 

rounds 1 through 5, so those people will get 100% on the first 5 rounds without turning in the first 5 

rounds.)  

 

Turning in can be either into the file upload in their Canvas class (first 15 minutes of the next class) OR in 

person in the first 15 minutes of the next class. 

 

Complete the following by either giving the name for the formula or providing the formula for the names   

You may also show work under each final answer.    If your work shows that you knew what you were doing 

but you made some final error, you will receive partial credit (even if your final answer is incorrect). 

 

1. Li H SO4     _______________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

2. disulfur heptaoxide  ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

3. aluminum oxide  ___________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

4. calcium phosphate   ________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

5. Sr3  N2   ___________________________________________________________ 

 


